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Abstract: An original asymmetric tubular membrane for oxygen production applications was
manufactured in a two-step process. A 3 mol% Y2O3 stabilized ZrO2 (3YSZ) porous tubular support
was manufactured by the freeze-casting technique, offering a hierarchical and radial-oriented
porosity of about 15 µm in width, separated by fully densified walls of about 2 µm thick, suggesting
low pressure drop and boosted gas transport. The external surface of the support was successively
dip-coated to get a Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ – 5mol%Co (CGO-Co) interlayer of 80 µm in thickness and an outer
dense layer of La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (LSCF) with a thickness of 30 µm. The whole tubular membrane
presents both uniform geometric characteristics and microstructure all along its length. Chemical
reactivity between each layer was studied by coupling X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis and Energy
Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping at each step of the manufacturing process. Cation
interdiffusion between different phases was discarded, confirming the compatibility of this tri-layer
asymmetric ceramic membrane for oxygen production purposes. For the first time, a freeze-cast
tubular membrane has been evaluated for oxygen permeation, exhibiting a value of 0.31
ml·min−1·cm−2 at 1000ºC under air and argon as feed and sweep gases, respectively. Finally, under
the same conditions and increasing the oxygen partial pressure to get pure oxygen as feed, the
oxygen permeation reached 1.07 ml·min−1·cm−2.
Keywords: ice templating; freeze-casting; tubular asymmetric membrane; oxygen permeation;
Perovskite material

1. Introduction
Sustainable production of pure oxygen is one of the most relevant challenges for environmental
and industrial purposes. Widely used by the steel industry, power generation and chemical industry,
about 100 million tons of pure oxygen are produced annually by cryogenic distillation and Pressure
Swing Adsorption (PSA). Both processes have been widely studied and improved, but the large size
of the industrial complex needed for cryogenic distillation and the low purity of the oxygen produced
by PSA are a drawback for the implementation of small scale applications[1]. Ceramic asymmetric
MIEC (Mixed Ionic and Electronic Conductors) membranes operating at high temperature offer
higher energy efficiency and lower production costs than state-of-the-art technologies, establishing
them as a suitable alternative for industrial oxygen production. Several research groups are devoted
to the improvement of this technology for an up-scaling to industry, where the most effective
configuration to date is composed by a porous ceramic support covered by a thin dense layer of a
MIEC material. This dense layer acts as a sieve that will segregate the oxygen from the rest of
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constituents in air. These membranes can be enhanced by improving the ambivalent conductivity of
the MIEC material, by modifying the manufacture process to optimize the porous support
architecture or by reducing the dense layer thickness using coating techniques such as RF sputtering
or Chemical Vapor Deposition. Some studies considering the integration of MIEC membranes for O2
production within industrial processes established oxygen flux targets of at least 10 ml·min-1·cm-2 for
achieving a techno-economic feasibility on the considered applications[2,3].
Regarding their composition, ABO3−δ perovskite-related materials are widely implemented in
oxygen separation membranes due to their intrinsic properties. Attention has been focused
particularly on La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (LSCF) as a result of its high mixed conductivity and promising
stability under CO2-containing atmospheres [4,5].
Prior to this work, a new LSCF planar porous support architecture based on the freeze-casting
process [6] has been developed. This technique consists in freezing a ceramic liquid suspension
rapidly to form crystals of the solvent, displacing ceramic particles as they grow, resulting in the
formation of channels with a specific geometry. Then, the solvent crystals are sublimated under both
low temperature and pressure, to finally sinter the sample to end the process. The obtained structure
is highly porous with oriented channels corresponding to the replica of the solvent crystals along the
propagation direction of the solid–liquid interface [7]. It has been shown that the obtained freeze-cast
porous support presents a total porosity of about 58% and the resulting membrane after screenprinting of a thick dense top-layer on the top of it exhibits unprecedented oxygen permeation values
due to the optimization of gas transport through the hierarchical porosity of the support [6,8].
Regarding the design of asymmetric membrane, two configurations are considered in literature.
On the one hand, disk-shaped or planar configurations are the most studied in literature, presenting
advantages related to manufacturing simplicity rapid evaluation of permeation values. For this
design, the porous support is generally developed by uniaxial pressing and subsequent sintering of
the powder, while the dense top layer is deposited using conventional coating techniques such as
screen-printing or tape casting [5,9,10]. Nevertheless, from an industrial point of view such
configuration presents limited membrane area for oxygen permeation and edge leakage issues [11].
The required membrane surface to reach the targeted oxygen permeation fluxes could be obtained
by stacking multiple planar membranes, which would bring new challenges related to sealing
between membranes or pressure resistance of the ensemble.
On the other hand, tubular configuration membranes are an improvement on the planar design
due to its improved strength and surface area, yet they are far more challenging to shape. In addition,
tubular membranes are usually manufactured by extrusion or isostatic pressing [12–15], which are
heavier to implement than conventional shaping techniques (uniaxial pressing, tape casting).
Nevertheless, a higher surface area/volume ratio, an easier scale-up than disk-shaped membrane and
simpler sealing in the cold zone of the setup leads to an increasing interest on developing tubular
membranes. This configuration would allow to fulfil the targeted oxygen permeation values in a
reduced space and therefore become worthy to be set up for small scale applications. Up to now, few
studies of tubular asymmetric MIEC membranes are reported mainly due to the difficulty in
manufacture, but generally oxygen permeation values obtained are much higher than planar
configuration tests [14–17]. The first attempts for implementing ice-templating to elaborate tubular
asymmetric membranes were conducted by Moon et al. [18,19] and most recently by Liu et. al. [20]
and Seuba et. al. [21]. Despite the impressive results obtained from these studies and the
demonstration of ice-templating as a useful technique for the production of ceramic tubes with
hierarchically oriented porosity, there are no studies in literature where freeze-cast tubes are applied
for oxygen production in asymmetric membranes.
In accordance with all these observations, this work focuses on the implementation of freezecasting to manufacture tubular membranes and on its relevance as an oxygen production alternative.
The material chosen for the freeze-cast porous support is the 3 mol% yttria stabilized zirconia (3YSZ),
combined with the highly conductive LSCF presented above as the MIEC layer. Due to the chemical
incompatibility of these two materials at high temperature, a protective interlayer of the Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ
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(CGO) fluorite material is applied to minimize phase interactions[22]. Indeed, several studies detail
the chemical reaction of the LSCF perovskite with the yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) fluorite material
where the formation of insulating pyrochlore phases like La2Zr2O7 occur, impairing the membrane
conductivity and stability[23]. CGO is often used as a protective interlayer between LSCF and YSZ
materials, even though literature reveals that there is also a weak interaction between YSZ and CGO
phases. It has been reported that Zr cations can diffuse into the CGO fluorite structure to modify its
cubic-like fluorite structure. Nevertheless, only a slight decrease in the electrical conductivity is
associated to this diffusion and no insulating phase was reported [24]. Moreover, the addition of a
CGO interlayer turns out to benefit both the shaping and the mechanical integrity of the membrane
during its production. In addition, this material presents a thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) of
12.5 × 10−6 K−1 [25], ranging between 11.78 × 10−6 K−1 of 3YSZ [26] and 18.4·10−6 K−1 of LSCF [27], thus
serving as a buffer during the thermal cycling in operating conditions.
2. Materials and Methods
Asymmetric tubular membrane fabrication: The La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (LSCF) and the Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ
(CGO) powders were provided by Oerlikon-Metco and Treibacher, respectively. Before use, all
powders were ball-milled in acetone for 48 hours to ensure homogeneity of the particle size. Then,
the CGO powder was impregnated with cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA) to get a final 5 mol% of metallic cobalt, which will act as a sintering aid [28–30]. A calcination
step at 400 °C for 3 hours was then realized to remove precursors. The 3YSZ porous tubular support
was produced by ice-templating using the formula that follows: Ceramic powder (40–50 wt%), water
(30–40 wt%) as solvent, a polyacrylate-based dispersing agent (1–4 wt%) and polyethylene glycol
4000 (1–4 wt%) (Sigma-Aldrich). A defined volume of the previously homogenized slurry was
poured into a 20 mm in diameter and 200 mm long metallic cylindrical mold supported by a Teflon
disc while an ice stick was placed in the middle of the mold (Figure 1). The ice stick will serve as a
template of the inner diameter after ice removal by freeze-drying. The length of the sample depends
exclusively on the amount of slurry poured into the mold. The mold was placed into a liquid nitrogen
bath and the freezing of the slurry took place. After the cast was completely frozen, the sample was
removed from the mold and sublimated by freeze drying at −53 °C and reduced pressure for 24 hours
using a Scanvac commercial freeze dryer. The sample was then pre-sintered at 1150 °C/6 h in air to
end up with a porous support that could be easily handled to then dip coat the MIEC layers. Dip
coating inks were prepared by mixing a 1:1 weight ratio of the ceramic powders (CGO-Co or LSCF)
and an ethylcellulose (6% wt.) solution in terpineol, respectively, in a three roll mill. Then, the CGOCo layer is dip-coated over the outer surface of the porous 3YSZ sample and dried at 220 °C/1 h. The
LSCF layer was then dip-coated over the CGO-Co hardened layer and dried at 220 °C/1 h. The final
sintering step is performed at 1400 °C/6 h in air, densifying the LSCF top-layer, turning it into a
complete gas-tight membrane.
Microscopy study: The microscopic study of the asymmetric membrane was completed using a
Jeol JSM 6300 Scanning Microscope Jeol with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV.
XRD analysis: Powder reactivity between 3YSZ and LSCF powders has been studied by
intimately mixing both powders and annealing at 1400 °C/6 h, simulating the final sintering step of
the tubular membrane process. The powder ratio was 50:50 wt%.
Permeation test details: Permeation tests were performed in a lab-scale quartz reactor under a
dead-end tubular membrane configuration, i.e., one end of the tubular membrane was sealed to an
alumina tube for feed gas supplying, while the other end was covered and sealed to an YSZ dense
disk. Vitreous sealant with the reference G018-218 from the company Schott AG were used in both
seals. Synthetic air (21% v/v O2) was fed on the internal porous support side of the tube through the
alumina tube while the sweep gas was circulating through the outer surface, in contact with the LSCF
(permeate side). Both gas streams were preheated to ensure the right temperature as it reached the
membrane surface, fed at atmospheric pressure and individually mass flow controlled. The
temperature was measured using a thermocouple directly in contact with the membrane’s surface. A
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proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller was used to maintain temperature variations within
2 °C of the set point. Gas tightness of the tested LSCF sample was checked prior to the assembly in
the reactor by means of a He-leak test. The permeate was analyzed at steady state by online gas
chromatography using a micro-GC Varian CP-4900 (Varian BV, Middelburg, The Netherlands)
equipped with Molsieve5A, Pora-Plot-Q glass capillary, and CP-sil modules. Membrane gas leak-free
conditions were ensured by continuously monitoring the N2 trace concentration in the permeate gas
stream. During the conduction of the tests, the ratio between the O2 leak flow and the O2 flux was
lower than 10%. The O2 ascribed to leaks was subtracted from the O2 concentration determined by
the GC in the permeate, thus reflecting the actual membrane permeation. The data reported here
were achieved at steady state after 1 hour in the reaction stream. Each GC analysis was repeated three
times to minimize the analysis error. The experimental error was below 0.5%

Figure 1. Sketch of the assembly used for the elaboration of freeze-cast porous tubular supports: A
cylindrical metallic mold is supported over a Teflon disc while a Teflon strip placed on the upper part
of the metallic mold centers the ice stick during the freezing process.

3. Results and Discussion
Preliminary Work
As mentioned in the introduction, the production of these membranes composed by different
materials can induce cation interdiffusion at high temperature and thus the formation of insulating
pyrochlore phase(s), leading to a decrease in conductivity and mechanical integrity of the piece. The
presence of three different materials and two interfaces where reactivity can occur requires analyzing
if an interlayer between the 3YSZ freeze-cast support and the LSCF outer layer is needed. For that, a
mixture of both powders with a 50:50 wt % ratio has been prepared by intimate grinding and at
1400 °C/6 h, simulating the final densification thermal treatment of the membrane. The mixture was
studied by means of XRD and compared with the 3YSZ and LSCF starting powders. Figure 2 details
the XRD patterns of both starting powders and the LSCF/3YSZ mixture. Both original powders were
well crystallized and had no secondary phases while a phase transformation was observed in the
mixture of both powders, forming a pyrochlore phase at high temperature indexed as Sr2Fe2O5
(identified by * on the pattern). The LSCF perovskite structure completely disappeared, whereas only
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the stronger peaks associated to the 3YSZ structure could be indexed. This observation confirms
previous work [23] and the necessity to apply an interlayer between 3YSZ and LSCF.
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of the 3YSZ and La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (LSCF) starting powders and of the
mixture of both powders annealed at 1400 °C/6 h. Additional phase after reactivity test is marked by
*.

Figure 3 displays photos of the asymmetric ceramic membrane at different stages of the process.
Figure 3a shows a profile of the porous tubular support after pre-sintering at 1150 °C/6 h. The sample
is 6 cm long and easy to handle. The same tubular porous support after both CGO-Co and LSCF dipcoating and drying is shown in Figure 3b, exhibiting a homogeneous outer layer all along the surface.
Finally, the Figure 3c represents the final asymmetric membrane after sintering at 1400 °C/6 h. The
LSCF top-layer presents a distinctive shiny appearance associated to densification of the surface. The
final outer diameter of the sample is 15.6 mm all along the length of the tube while the inner diameter
is 7.5 mm.

Figure 3. Pictures of the porous 3YSZ tubular freeze-cast support after pre-sintering 6 hours at 1150
°C (a), after dip-coating of both the Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ—5mol%Co (CGO-Co) interlayer and of the LSCF
outer layer and drying at 220 °C (b), and after final sintering 6 hours at 1400 °C (c).
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Figure 4. Cross-section SEM micrographs of the 3YSZ porous freeze-cast support with radial oriented
porosity after sintering 6 hours at 1400 °C (a), focus of the porous aligned architecture (b and c) and
surface of the porosity wall (d).

4. Asymmetric Tubular Membrane Characterization
A full microscopic characterization to the 3YSZ tubular support has been carried out to fully
understand its specific porosity. Figure 4 details the microstructure of the support by ice-templating.
A global view is given in Figure 4a, where it is shown that the sample has a sheet-like microstructure
stacked in parallel to the freezing direction all along the sample radius. A magnification of this
phenomenon is given in Figures 4b and 4c. The ceramic walls have a thickness ranging from 1.5 to
2.5 µm, while the porosity between the two walls ranges from 12 to 15 µm. The total porosity of the
freeze-cast YSZ support is in the range of 55–58%, as calculated by computational analysis of SEM
cross-section images and by fluid saturation (Archimedes’ Principle). Finally, the surface of a sintered
3YSZ wall is presented in Figure 4d, revealing good sintering and homogeneity with an average grain
size of about 150 nm. Fully densified thin walls combined with large aligned porosity suggest low
pressure drop and boosted gas transport for the porous support.
A microscopic study of the whole asymmetric ceramic membrane is presented in Figure 5. The
cross-section image of the sample in Figure 5a shows the curvatures of the inner and outer diameter,
where two distinct layers are observable. The thickest one is the porous freeze-cast support, while
the thin one is the dense LSCF layer. Cross-section close-ups of the outer part of the tube in Figure 5b
and 5c clearly disclose three different layers. The first one shows the sheet-like porous 3YSZ, the
second one shows the CGO-Co dip-coated interlayer and the third on corresponds to the dense dipcoated LSCF layer. The adherence between layers is satisfactory, confirming macroscopic
observations (Figure 3). The thickness of the CGO-Co interlayer is approximately 80 µm with
randomly distributed porosity. However, it is not properly interconnected to provide enough gas
diffusion routes. The outer LSCF dense layer presents a thickness of 30 µm and is well densified with
virtually no defects, as shown in Figure 5d. The final grain size after sintering is around 8 µm.
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of the radial surface of the tubular porous asymmetric membrane (a),
cross section of the three distinct layers with the 3YSZ freeze-cast porous support, the CGO-Co porous
interlayer and the LSCF dense top-layer (b and c) and surface of the LSCF dense top-layer (d).

In order to figure out if there is cation diffusion or unwanted reactions between phases in the
membrane, EDX mapping was carried out in both layer boundaries. Figure 6 details the La, Fe, Ce
elements distribution for the LSCF/CGO-Co interface (upper part) and the Ce, Zr and Y elements
distribution for the CGO-Co/3YSZ interface (bottom part). Regarding the LSCF/CGO-Co interface, it
is clearly noted that La and Fe present in the LSCF structure do not migrate to the CGO-Co layer in
the same way that Ce cations are not transferred to the LSCF structure, despite the high sintering
temperatures. This reactivity between phases had already been reported for both materials at 1200
°C/36 h and no interaction was registered [23]. It seems that both materials present an excellent
chemical compatibility up to 1400 °C. The CGO-Co/3YSZ interface does not yield chemical reactivity
between both materials. Indeed, Ce, Zr, and Y cations remain in the CGO-Co and 3YSZ layers,
respectively. Even though no cation migration from one structure to the other was detected by EDX,
there is not enough evidence to assure that there is no interaction, hence a thorough characterization
is needed in order to assert complete stability between both phases. Nevertheless, the absence in
reactivity detected is compelling.
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Figure 6. Elements distribution by EDX mapping for the CGO-CO/LSCF interface (upper part) and
for the CGO-CO/3YSZ interface (bottom part).

Additional characterization by XRD analysis was performed at different stages of the elaboration
process to verify the previous observations. As an intermediate characterization, an XRD analysis
was realized over the dip-coated CGO-Co interlayer after a sintering treatment at 1150 °C/3 h over a
freeze-cast 3YSZ tubular support. Figure 7 shows the patterns equivalent to the CGO-Co starting
powder and the CGO-Co interlayer after 3 h at 1150 °C. The CGO-Co interlayer pattern after sintering
is similar to the CGO-Co starting powder pattern. No additional phase is observable in the limit of
the XRD detection. It is worthy to note that at this stage of the process, no cracks or delamination of
the CGO-Co layer can be perceived.
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Figure 7. XRD patterns of the CGO-Co starting powder and the intermediate CGO-Co interlayer after
sintering at 1150 °C/3 h.

After manufacturing a complete tubular asymmetric membrane, a final XRD analysis was
performed on the outer surface of the sample (LSCF dense top-layer) to check the correspondence
with its perovskite phase pattern and the absence of undesired phases. As shown in Figure 8, the
outer LSCF layer presents only the LSCF phase with no secondary phases or anomalous peaks.
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Figure 8. XRD patterns of the LSCF starting powder and of the LSCF dense top-layer after sintering 6
hours at 1400 °C.

5. Oxygen Permeation Evaluation
The final asymmetric tubular freeze-cast membrane was assessed for the first time for oxygen
permeation. Figure 9a represents the evolution of the oxygen permeation as a function of temperature
between 850 °C and 1000 °C when air and argon are supplied as feed and sweep gases respectively
(flow rate: 300 ml·min−1). It can be seen that oxygen permeation increases with temperature and
reaches 0.31 ml·min−1·cm−2 at 1000 °C while it is of 0.08 ml·min−1·cm−2 at 850 °C. The obtained results
are far from the expected performance as previously reported in planar all-LSCF membranes
deposited on freeze-cast [6,31] and tape-cast [5] porous supports, where oxygen fluxes of 6.8 and 4.3
ml·min−1·cm−2 were obtained for 30 µm-thick membranes. Instead, the tested tubular membrane
presents a similar performance to the data observed in a 40 µm-thick asymmetric CGO-Co membrane
[32], as can be seen in Figure 9a. This can be ascribed to a low porosity of the 80 µm-thick CGO-Co
layer (Figure 5), which impedes feed gas diffusion to the LSCF layer, becoming a hindrance for
oxygen permeation. The obtained results fit to an Arrhenius law where the apparent activation
energy (Ea) gives 113.5 ± 5 kJ·mol−1, being almost coincident to the Ea calculated for the CGO-Co
membrane (123.9 ± 1.3 kJ·mol−1) and much higher than that expected for a LSCF membrane material
in this temperature range [6,8], fluctuating around 70 kJ·mol−1. The latter supports the fact that oxygen
permeation is limited by the bulk diffusion through the CGO-Co layer in the studied tubular
membrane, thus reducing significantly the potential oxygen production capability. Another
important aspect in oxygen production is the use of higher pressures in the air feed to increase the
oxygen production. This is based on the fact that oxygen permeation is governed by Wagner’s
equation (

=

´

∫"

(

)

, where JO2 is the oxygen permeation flux in mol·m−2·s−1, R

is the gas constant, F is the Faraday constant, L is the membrane thickness, amb is the ambipolar
conductivity, and P’O2 and P”O2 are the oxygen partial pressures at the high pressure side and low
pressure side, respectively.) and surface exchange [33] at these temperatures. For the first, it is
established a JO2 direct dependence on pO2 gradient between feed and permeate sides, in the way that
increasing pO2 by using pressurized feeds will result in an increase in oxygen permeation. Due to
the experimental set limitations and the impossibility to use pressurized streams, this was simulated
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by increasing pO2 in the feed stream, as shown in Figure 9b. Specifically, Figure 9b presents the
variation in JO2 as a function of pO2 at 1000 °C. At this temperature, JO2 increases linearly with pO2
and reaches a value of 1.07 ml·min−1·cm−2 under pure oxygen, which would correspond to a 5 bar air
feeding. Again, these values are close to the obtained for the asymmetric CGO-Co membrane [32],
and much lower than the 17.5 ml·min-1·cm-2 obtained with a planar LSCF freeze-cast membrane under
similar conditions [6]. Figure 9c depicts the evolution of O2 permeation flux as a function of the feed
(air) flow rate at 1000 °C. For this scenario, the oxygen permeation increases linearly with the increase
of the inlet flow for values lower than 150 ml·min−1 where it is of 0.22 ml·min−1·cm−2. For higher inlet
flow, the oxygen permeation follows a parabolic trend and reaches 0.26 ml·min−1·cm−2 for an inlet
flow of 300 ml·min−1. This trend can be explained by the increase in polarization resistance at high
inlet flux caused by the random porosity of the CGO-Co interlayer, thus affecting the driving force.
In comparison with permeation results in asymmetric LSCF membranes produced by freeze-casting
and tape-casting, values of this tubular membrane remain low [5,6,8,31]. This gap can be explained
by (i) the presence of the CGO-Co interlayer which presents a non-optimized porosity. Indeed, as it
can be seen Figure 5b, the layer is porous, but its random organization does not facilitate gas transport
to the LSCF dense top-layer; (ii) the thickness of the 3YSZ support: Despite a hierarchical porous
organization, the porous support remains quite thick (Figure 5a), inducing gas transport limitations.
Even though the tubular membrane displays a low oxygen permeation, there are different,
straightforward ways to improve its performance. To begin, an increase in the porosity of the CGOCo interlayer would increase the amount of air that reaches the MIEC separation layer, enhancing
the overall yield of the membrane. This can be achieved by introducing a certain amount of an organic
pore former to the CGO-Co slurry that will decompose during the thermal treatment [34]. Secondly,
a reduction in the thickness of the interlayer (CGO-Co) or the MIEC layer (LSCF-CGO) would also
increase the oxygen permeation flux, as it is described by Wagner’s equation, where JO2 is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the layer. Thirdly, adjusting the composition of the support slurry
would allow an increase in the porosity and a consequent increase in the air flux reaching the MIEC
separation layer. Fourthly, the addition of an external porous catalytic layer composed by LSCF
would increase the surface area for the O2 gas exchange, maximizing the membrane permeation
[5,35]. Fifthly, a reduction of the support thickness would offer less resistance to air flow, while
diminishing the membrane mechanical strength. For this, an acceptable trade-off between both
properties must be attained.
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Figure 9. Oxygen permeation flux through the tubular freeze-cast asymmetric membrane (a) as a
function of temperature (added permeation results of asymmetric LSCF and CGO-Co membranes for
comparison), (b) as a function of pO2 in the feed flow at 1000 °C. Sweep gas: 300 ml·min−1 argon and
(c) as a function of the feed inlet flux at 1000 °C. Sweep gas: 300 ml·min−1 argon.
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6. Conclusions
The innovative ice-templating or freeze-casting process has been implemented for the
elaboration of a 3YSZ porous tubular support that exhibits hierarchical and radial-oriented porosity
with fully densified walls approximately 2 µm thick, spaced by void regions around 15 µm wide.
Such support was successively dip-coated with a CGO-Co-based slurry followed by a LSCF-based
slurry. The 80 µm thick CGO-Co interlayer was effectively applied to avoid reported chemical
interaction between the 3YSZ support and the LSCF outer dense layer. This external LSCF layer
presents a thickness of 30 µm and is fully densified by a final sintering treatment at 1400 °C. A full
microscopic study coupled with XRD analysis at different stages of the manufacturing process have
discarded the chemical incompatibility between the three layers of the membrane and confirmed its
compatibility for pure oxygen production. Finally, such a membrane has been evaluated for oxygen
permeation and is reported for the first time, despite low values in comparison with previous freezecast membranes, ascribed to the non-optimal porosity degree of the CGO-Co layer. Regarding an
upscaling of the production process, the diameter of the tube and the thickness of its walls are critical
parameters during ice growth in the 3YSZ support. Therefore, both parameters should be preserved
during industrial upscaling and commercialization. However, the length of the tubes does not
become a constraint throughout the industrial manufacturing process, allowing the production of
longer tubes in pursuance of an increase in oxygen permeation fluxes and a more compact design of
the setup. Doing so, there are fewer parameters that will set back an upscaling of the process.
Nevertheless, results appear to be promising since it was the first freeze-cast asymmetric membrane
manufactured in a tubular configuration to be tested. Improvements regarding material selection and
microstructure of slip-cast ion-conducting layers can be achieved, leading to higher oxygen
permeation fluxes.
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